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Accounting Reconciliation Procedure 

This document is part of a Standard Operating Procedures Manual for a corporate accounting 

department. 

The team 

I worked with a seventeen-person team to capture a variety of different procedures. The members of 

this team included accounting clerks, accountants, financial analysts, and accounting managers. 

Accountants for this department normally perform many account reconciliation procedures on a 

monthly basis, with responsibilities being rotated among different team members. I recorded this 

procedure as a set of instructions for verifying interior building improvement expenses that are paid 

out of the individual reserve accounts of different timeshare resorts. 

The audience 

The audience for this procedure includes all staff accountants responsible for performing the 

reconciliation, along with any newly hired accountants who are being trained to perform this and other 

accounting procedures.    
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Purpose: This account is used to record transactions for interior building improvements made at 

individual resorts. Funds are drawn from the Interior Reserve account for each resort. 

 
1. Retrieve the reconciliation file for the previous month from the following location: 

G:\Office Records\Accounting\Active Files\Month End\Reserves\Reserves YYYY\MM-YY 

Reserves.xlsx 

2. Copy the file, paste it into the current month’s tab and update date to reflect current month. 

3. Locate tabs in the reconciliation workbook titled ER Rec and INT Reserves. Change the date 

at the top of each sheet to reflect the last day of the month being reconciled. 

4. Log in to PeopleSoft application and run the query titled 90WM Reserves Activity.  

5. Perform a custom sort using Account for the first criteria, then sort the resulting data again 

using the criteria Operating Unit. 

6. Working with the resulting data, delete the following operating units: 102, 114, 135, 146, and 

166. These operating units do not have Interior Reserves fund accounts. 

7. Go to DATA tab. For each change in Operating Unit, sum the amounts. 

8. Return to Reserves file and locate the Interior Reserves balance amount for the prior 

month. Copy this number and paste into the column labeled IR Balance in the current month’s 

file. 

9. In the prior month Reserves file locate the Monthly Contribution Amounts. Copy and paste 

this number into the column titled Monthly Contribution Amounts in the current month’s file.  

10. Return to query results. Copy the totals for the Operating Units (shown circled in Screenshot 

1) into the Monthly Expenditures column for the current month (refer to Screenshot 2).  

 

  

Screenshot 1. Totals for Operating Units 
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Screenshot 2. Monthly Expenditures for row 7  

 

11. Highlight the Monthly Expenditures amounts that were entered in Step 10 above, then go to 

ASAP Utilities (an add-in function of Excel) and select Reverse Positive and Negative. 

12. Sum the Monthly Expenditures column. 

13. In Ending Interior Balance column, pull existing formula down to sum rows across. Refer to 

Screenshot 3 below for an example. 

 

 

Screenshot 3. Use Sum function to determine Ending Interior Balance 

 

14. Go to the tab titled Interior Reserve Rec. In column L, titled Ending Reserve Balance per 

GL, update the formula in the formula bar to reflect the current month. Copy the formula down 

to include all rows in column. Refer to Screenshot 4 for an example. 
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Screenshot 4. Update formula bar and sum all rows in column L 

 

15. Column O contains differences. Research any amounts in this column that are not zero. This 

may require checking the general ledger (GL) entries for specific Operating Units to confirm 

that all information is correct. 

16. Locate the GL Detail YYYY tab, and then return to the 90 WM Reserves Activity query 

referenced earlier in Step 4. Delete all subtotals in the query. Copy all lines for 31000 accounts 

and paste them into the top of the GL Detail (current year) tab. 

17. Scroll down the GL Detail YYYY tab and locate Monthly Contributions amounts for previous 

month. Copy and paste this data immediately below the data for the prior month. 

18.  Perform a Find and Replace to change the prior month’s date to current month’s date. 

 

 

Screenshot 5. Use Find and Replace function to change date 
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19. Go to IR Rec tab. The cells in this worksheet are formula-driven; the difference should be 

zero. 

20. Include the following tabs as supporting documentation for the reconciliation: IR Rec, (current 

year) INT Reserve Rec, and (current month) Interior Rec tabs. 

21. Convert documents to pdf form, sign electronically, and save in the Reconciliations folder on 

the G: drive. 

This concludes the reconciliation process. 


